
 

 

 

 
HOME LEARNING 

 
Subject:      Science                                                                                                      Time: 50 minutes 
Learning Objective: Energy Efficiency 
Miss Latchem’s and Mr Larrive’s Classes: 
 

1) What does the term energy efficiency mean? 
 
To calculate the efficiency of an appliance we use this equation: 
 

 

Efficiency (%)  = Useful Energy Out     x 100 

          Total Energy In 

 
Use the equation to calculate the efficiency of these appliances. Remember after you have done the 
division to multiply your answer by 100! Use a calculator. 
 

1) A light bulb takes in 30J of energy per second.  It transfers 3J as useful light energy and 27J as 

heat energy. Calculate the percentage efficiency.  

 

 

2) A kettle takes in 2000J of energy per second.  It transfers 1500J as useful heat energy and 500J 

is wasted as sound energy.  Calculate the percentage efficiency of the kettle.  

 

 

3) Calculate the percentage efficiency of a light bulb that gives of 40J of light from 200J of 

electrical energy.  

 

 

4) Calculate the percentage efficiency of a motor that does of 60J of work from 240J of electrical 

energy. 

 

 

5) Calculate the efficiency of a hair dryer which takes in 3000J of energy per second and transfers 

600J as useful heat energy.   

 

 

6) Calculate the efficiency of a TV which takes in 5000J of energy per second and transfers 1000J as 

useful light energy and 1500J as useful sound energy.  The remaining 2500J is wasted as heat 

energy.  

 
SUPER Challenge 
1.  Calculate the efficiency of a radio that gives of 30J of sound from 360J of electrical energy. 

 



2.  Calculate the efficiency of a runner who produces of 500J of kinetic energy from 2500J of 

chemical energy. 

 

 

3.      A rocket engine takes in 800J of chemical energy and changes this into 480J of kinetic    energy and 

320J of heat energy. 

 

 

4.       A jet engine gas turbine takes in 1200J of chemical energy and gives out 960J of kinetic, 180J of 

heat and 60J of sound energy. 

 

 

5.     A TV takes in 600J of electrical energy and gives out 300J of light, 240J of sound and 60J of heat 

energy (be careful here!).  

 
                                

Save your work: 
If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work. Don’t forget to SAVE it with your 
name, the lesson you are doing and the date. 
If you would like us to see or mark your work please email it or send a photo of your completed work 
to: 
 
rdalton@glebe.bromley.sch.uk 
Thank you 
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